Your Private Safari Car

We operate a variety of different safari cars that have been designed to withstand the tough safari conditions while assuring you are as comfortable as possible. We operate new Toyota Land Cruiser cars that have been modified in various ways.

Enjoy cool drinks from your fridge located in the back row of seats and keep your camera batteries and devices charged as you drive around the bush.
An extended windscreen and large side windows gives you the best views of animals whiles on the move.

In parks while game viewing roll open the top allowing you to stand up through roof hatches for a 360 degree vista.

Equipped with radios allowing us to keep in touch with other cars in convoys and get an idea of what might be in the area from other cars out there.
We have three style vehicles

Our seven passenger vehicle

Our five passenger vehicle
Our Double Cab for three or less passengers

This is a great option for small groups of less than three people. This vehicle has a bench seat located in the back for great game viewing. Having the pick-up in the back allows you to carry your entire mobile camp that can be set up and put down in a short period of time allowing you amazing flexibility and access to the remote wilderness areas.

Accompanied by your guide and a camp crew member, this is the complete safari option. On arrival in camp, enjoy a short walk or the shade of a tree as your camp is set up and pack up each day.

Depending on your group size and the safari you are looking for we will advise the best options.